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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses two approaches In the first three features namely ongoing attacks, autonomic prevention actions,
and risk measure are Integrated to our Autonomic Cloud Intrusion Detection Framework (ACIDF) as most of the
current security technologies do not provide the essential security features for cloud systems such as early warnings
about future ongoing attacks, autonomic prevention actions, and risk measure. The early warnings are signaled
through a new finite State Hidden Markov prediction model that captures the interaction between the attackers and
cloud assets. The risk assessment model measures the potential impact of a threat on assets given its occurrence
probability. The estimated risk of each security alert is updated dynamically as the alert is correlated to prior ones.
This enables the adaptive risk metric to evaluate the cloud’s overall security state. The prediction system raises early
warnings about potential attacks to the autonomic component, controller. Thus, the controller can take proactive
corrective actions before the attacks pose a serious security risk to the system.
Keywords: Hidden Markov model (HMM), user action Recognition, smart home systems, intention prediction
____________________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Prediction techniques are essential tools to reach an effective decision on countering an attack. There are two main
models that can be used for the prediction target namely, (1) Finite-context models, that are applied using Markov
Models, MM, and Variable Order Markov Model, VMM. These models assign a probability to a symbol based on the
context in which it appears and, (2) Finite-state models. These models are applied using Hidden Markov Models,
HMM, which are composed of an observable part called “events,” and a hidden part called “states.”
A state stores information about the past since it reflects changes in the system from the start to the present moment. A
transition indicates a state change and is described by a condition that needs to be fulfilled in order to enable the
transition. Events are observed with different probability distribution depending on the state of the system. These
models provide flexible structure that can model complexsources of sequential data. However dealing with HMM
typically requires considerable understanding and insight look into the problem domain in order to restrict possible
model architectures. A bad prediction model may result in: (1) reducing network/host performance, (2) wrongly
disconnect users from the network/host, (3) high costs for administrators’ reestablishing services, and (4) a DoS attack
for the network, which will eventually have to be disabled.
Attacker may combine multiple security vulnerabilities into an intelligent attack. For such a target attack, he often
adopts persistent attack approach consisting of a sequence of attack behaviors continuously until the target is
compromised.
For example, hacker may first attempt to compromise an easy target in a cloud. A compromised machine, either by
malicious insider or service hijacking, may abuse cloud computing or attack one or more machines in the cloud,
causing more serious damage than in a network environment where machines are distributed and independent.
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Intrusion detection system (IDS) and firewall, monitoring network activities at gateway level, are considered as
efficient attack prevention mechanisms. The traffic in/out gateway violating pre-defined rules will be alerted or
blocked, but not for that inside the perimeter. Hence, suspicious events inside a cloud might not be alerted by IDS or
firewall and a sequence of planned attacks might be successful even IDS and firewall is deployed at the gateway level.
Therefore, intrusion detection in cloud should examine both inbound and outbound traffic. In a cloud environment,
many audit logs are recorded, such as web traffic or system log, and many alert logs are also reported by IDS or
firewall. A vast amount of logs requires human and computing resources to filter out false alarms and to identify real
attacks. Some attack attempts recorded in a log might not be successful as the target machine does not possess the
vulnerability exploited by the attack, like an Apache server is attack-free from IIS vulnerabilities. Therefore, alert or
warning from a log might not be able to plot the whole picture. However, multiple logs could indicate if a previous
attack is successful as a compromised target may leave some attack trace in different logs. Multiple logs in cloud
should be examined and analyzed to identify successful attacks.
BACKGROUND ANDLITERATURE REVIEW
The potential impact of intrusions in cloud systems steadily increases because of the huge amount of cloud resources
that an intruder may control and use to implement further attacks. Furthermore, the deficiencies of the current
intrusion detection technology hinder its adoption in clouds.
Most of these technologies suffer of single point of failure and none of these solutions use an autonomic response, risk
metric, or prediction features. In this section, we highlight these features in details.
Widely adopted mechanisms to implement a fault tolerant system [6] includes (1) replication of software agents, (2)
redundant processing components, (3) integrity checks for self-healing, (4) reconfigurable hardware and restructuring
architectures, and (5) fault detection using Heartbeat messages. The proposed framework adopts 2, 3 and 5 as the most
effective mechanisms to achieve the self-resilience and the fault tolerance capabilities.
Alerts correlation and risk assessment processes play a critical role in both the detection and prediction phases. The
detection component produces a large number of alerts that disturbs the intrusionresponse component and this can
increase the impact on the network and results in a DoS.
There are two different approaches for alerts correlation namely: (1) the alert filtering approach that selects just true
alerts from the raw ones that are generated by detection components and it causes false negatives in prediction but
prevents the application of high impact reactions to the network by the response component, (2) the alert severity
modulation that modulates the quality of alerts and generates prediction alarms for the most interesting steps of
multi-step attacks and consequently it improves the prediction accuracy.
A planned attack normally is performed in a long term time frame with persistent and stealthy attacks to avoid
violation of IDS rules, such as two password guessing constantly in a long duration which triggers no alert and will not
be discovered by IDS. To determine if a machine is under attack, the proposed approach extracts and analyzes the logs
related to the observing machine to identify whether an attack sequence exists. This study adopts hidden Markov
Model (HMM) to model the sequence of anomaly behaviors. As mentioned above that different attack strategies may
leave traces in different logs. An attack plan often lasts for a long duration, so the detection should infer and correlate
various logs in a period of time. A successful attack consists of at least three stages: (1) reconnaissance: gathering
information from a target machine, such as scan or password guess; (2) intrusion: intruding/exploiting the target with
the vulnerability found; (3) attacking: using the compromised machine to attack others.
The model consists of three states corresponding to the three stages described above, and the observations from the
analyzed logs are shown in the second layer, where each observation requires the correlations of logs with extracted
features listed in the lowest layer. Each machine initially is at state Reconnaissance, as each is under the threat of being
scanned or discovered. A machine whose state transited from the initial state to the next state, Intrusion, indicates that
an intrusion happened after the target has been scanned or attempted login. The logs related to the target are analyzed
and the observed events will be obtained to apply the proposed HMM to see if the state has been transited. Attack
sequence will then be identified as described above.
THE FORMAL DEFINITION OF THE MODEL
Assume that the cloud system can be modeled by N different states, i.e., S = { s1, . . . ,sN} representing different
security conditions. The security state of the cloud system changes over time and the sequence of states occurred in the
cloud system is denoted as x = x1 ,...xt , where xt ∈ S . The cloud system is monitored by K host-based and network
based IDS sensors. A sensor k generates observation messages from the observation symbol set = {1, . . . , M}, where
M is the number of messages for sensor k. The sequence of observed messages is denoted as O = o1,. . . , ot , where
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ot ∈ v is the observation message received at time t. The HMM consists of a state transition probability matrix P, an
observation probability matrix Q, and an initial state distribution vector π and is denoted by a tuple (P, Q, π). The state
transition probability matrix P describes the probabilities of transitions between the states of the model. Each entry,
pij, describes the probability that the model will transfer to state sj at time t + 1 given that it is in state si at time t, i.e.,
pij = p(xt + 1 = sj | xt = si) , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N. The observation probability matrix Q describes the probabilities of
receiving different observations given that the system is in a certain state. Each entry, qn(m), represents the probability
of receiving the observation symbol m from sensor k at time t, given that the system is in state sn at time t,i.e.,
qn(m) = P(t = m | xt = sn) , 1 ≤n ≤N, 1 ≤k ≤K, 1 ≤m ≤M .
The basic idea underlying our proposed prediction model is to employ a HMM to track the evolution of the attack in
the system. That way, while an attack is in progress, the state changes and we can trigger appropriate responses based
on a predefined confidence level threshold, which would result in a lower false positive rate. The prediction
component has all the detailed information about the malicious activity such as severity, confidence level, and the cost
of asset targeted. The following sections describe the prediction components in details and give a practical example for
the model.
THE PREDICTION COMPONENTS
1) States: the system is assumed to be in one of the following 4 states: Hale (H): indicates that system is working well
and there is no malicious activity or any attempt to break into the system, Investigate (I): indicates that malicious
activities are attempted against the system, Attack (A): indicates that intrusion has been started and is now
progressing, and Penetrate (P): indicates that intrusion successfully compromised the system. The graph shown in Fig.
1 defines the relationship among these states.

Fig. 1. The relation between the proposed HMM states

2) Observations: O= o1, . . . ,oK, are alerts from the detection sensors. Observations cause the system model to move
among states. We consider the severity of these alerts as observation and each alert have four priorities reflects the
state of the system: Low, Medium, High, and Very high or (L, M, H, V). The alert severity function is described later
inthis section.
3) State Transition Probability Matrix (P): the state transition probability matrix describes the probability of
moving among states. The following steps describe how to build the HMM states and to calculate the transition
possibilities.
a) Construct a signature sequence vector to contain the sequences of signatures that define each attack. b) List all
possible combinations of the signatures that may be shared by more than one attack in the signature sequence vector.
At the same time let every possible instance represents a state in HMM, then refine these states to construct a minimal
state set,c) Calculate the transition possibility between states using the Forward-Back Propagation] training algorithm
to find, given an output sequence or a set of such sequences, the best set of state transition and output probabilities. The
idea is to derive the maximum likelihood estimate of the HMM parameters given the set of output sequences.
Observation Transition Probability Matrix (Q): the observation transition probability matrix describes the probability
of moving among observations.
Initial State Distribution Vector (π): it describes the probability of states when our framework starts.
Alert Observation Probability Matrix (Å): describes the probability of having a specific alert in a specific state.
This matrix helps in computing the alert severity function as we will explain later. Å is built based on the training data
in the attack dataset.
Assets Cost Matrix (C): Each of the states of the system is associated with a cost vector, indicating the potential
consequences of the state in question. E.g., A cost vector of the database server in the cloud system for the four defined
states (H, I, A, P) can be defined as C(DBServer) = {0, 3, 7, 25}. A group of these vectors constructs the final C
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The Output or emission probability Matrix (Y):
It represents how likely the output result is for each sequence of attack states. It is an empty matrix that collects the
final output probabilities.
Alert Severity Function: It describes the severity of each alert at specific state s. We model this severity function based
on Eq.1 as shown in Eq.2 and 3. The computed severity is mapped to one of the four priorities (L, M, H, V) to reflect
the state of the system as we will explain later in the prediction algorithm.( * AP * )/ (2)= ( * (CSeverity * NOccurance
/ AFrequency) * ) / (3).Where,: Alert Risk at a specific state s, Asset Cost at a specific state s. AC is computed using
the C vector and it represents the potential consequences of the state s on the asset in question
AP: Alert Priority. It is computed based on CSeverity, NOccurance, and AFrequency as shown in Eq.3,CSeverity:
Current alert severity defined by the firing IDS.NOccurance: Number of occurrences of current alert in a specified
correlation time slot defined in the correlation process,AFrequency: Acceptable frequency of this alert per day based
on the training data computed from the attack dataset.Detection Reliability at a specific state s. It is computed
according to the alert position corresponding to s in Matrix Å.
HMM Prediction Algorithm
The Pseudo Code for the prediction algorithm and the alert risk modulation approach is shown in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm starts by computing the alert risk and then mapping this risk to one of the 4 defined risk levels.
Algorithm1: HMM Prediction and Alert Risk
Modulation

Attack Sequence Detection (ASD)
The test data is collected from a campus network. In order to better represent the applicability of the proposed system,
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two types of logs, audit logs and alert logs, are included in the preliminary experiment, one from web traffic (audit log)
and the other from IDS (alert log). Logs of consecutive five weeks are collected with average of four millions of web
requests each day and ten thousands of IDS alerts each week. To identify attack sequence, the logs of the first week are
observed and the suspicious machines in state Reconnaissance are extracted for further analysis. The logs of the
following weeks are analyzed and the subsequent attacks related to the suspicious machines are identified. he
preliminary results show that the proposed system can identify attack plans with persistent and low frequency attack
activities.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a cloud based IDS, ACIDF, that provides autonomic and prediction capacities that
enable it to work efficiently with cloud environments. ACIDF enables cloud consumers to protect their cloud
applications and data from various types of harmful cyber-attacks.
Also ASD study examines the stages of an attack plan and analyzes logs to identify attack sequences. Hence usage of
Hidden Markov model, suitable for predicting attacks before they are obvious and also for recognizing time sequence
events to detect attacks. The preliminary results show that both the proposed detection models are efficient to identify
attacks.
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